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Abstract

Free-form rationales aim to aid model inter-001
pretability by supplying the background knowl-002
edge that can help understand model decisions.003
Crowdsourced rationales are provided for com-004
monsense QA instances in popular datasets005
such as CoS-E and ECQA, but their utility re-006
mains under-investigated. We present human007
studies which show that ECQA rationales in-008
deed provide additional information to under-009
stand a decision, while 70% of CoS-E ratio-010
nales do not. Inspired by this finding, we ask:011
can the additional context provided by free-012
form rationales benefit models, similar to hu-013
man users? We investigate the utility of ratio-014
nales as an additional source of supervision, by015
varying the quantity and quality of rationales016
during training. After controlling for instances017
where rationales leak the correct answer, we018
find that incorporating only 5% of rationales019
during training can boost model performance020
by 16.89%. Moreover, we also show that ra-021
tionale quality matters: compared to crowd-022
sourced rationales, T5-generated rationales pro-023
vide not only much weaker supervision to mod-024
els, but are also not helpful for human users in025
aiding model interpretability.026

1 Introduction027

Interpretable natural language processing (NLP)028

benefits from faithful rationales that are accu-029

rate representations of model’s decision pro-030

cess (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018). These031

rationales aim to explain decisions by providing032

additional world knowledge or commonsense rea-033

soning, necessary for most language understanding034

tasks.1 Free-form rationales also come with the035

promise of being easily interpretable by humans,036

as opposed to other kinds of explanations, such as037

extractive rationales in form of textual highlights038

1We use the terms “rationale” and “explanation” inter-
changeably. Please see Wiegreffe and Marasović (2021) and
Jacovi and Goldberg (2021) for more details on terminology.

Question Options

Where is a good 
place to get a ball?

kitchen/child’s hand/street/

toy store/soccer game

Rationale
Toy store is a shop that 

sells toys and ball is a toy.

Correct Answertoy store

How do humans perceive rationales?

Do models benefit from crowdsourced rationales?

How much extra supervision via rationales do models need 
to boost performance?

Do humans and models benefit from generated rationales?

Figure 1: Our work studies the benefits of rationales. We
conduct human studies to understand perceived utility
of rationales and study if models can benefit from crowd-
sourced rationales as extra supervision. Furthermore,
we study how much extra supervision models need to
boost the performance. Finally, we compare generated
rationales with human-annotated rationales. Here we
use commonsense QA as an example for illustration.

(Camburu et al., 2018a), or low-level neuron activa- 039

tions in neural architectures (Hohman et al., 2020). 040

Indeed, there have been increasing efforts to col- 041

lect corpora containing free-form rationales for 042

task instances, which provide a supervised set- 043

ting for teaching models to produce rationales for 044

test-time decisions. Such corpora include CoS- 045

E (Rajani et al., 2019) and ECQA (Aggarwal et al., 046

2021) for commonsense question-answering, e- 047

SNLI (Camburu et al., 2018a) for natural language 048

inference, SBIC (Sap et al., 2020) for social bias 049

inference, among others; most of these corpora 050

contain crowdworker-written free-form rationales 051

(Wiegreffe and Marasović, 2021). Despite the rela- 052

tive ease of crowdsourcing, collecting high-quality 053

free-form rationales is challenging: for instance, 054
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Narang et al. (2020) find that the rationales in CoS-055

E are of lower quality, which might defeat the pur-056

pose behind collecting such corpora. ECQA (Ag-057

garwal et al., 2021) builds on CoS-E dataset and058

re-annotates for better quality.059

However, the utility of rationales is still unclear.060

Do crowdsourced rationales really help human061

users interpret decisions better, or do they sim-062

ply provide the right answer without the necessary063

background knowledge or reasoning? Our work064

explores this question through a carefully designed065

comparative human study for commonsense ques-066

tion answering. We find that rationales from dif-067

ferent corpora have different capabilities: humans068

find ECQA rationales provide additional informa-069

tion that can help answer questions, while only 30%070

of CoS-E rationales do.071

Inspired by this finding, we further ask: analo-072

gous to the benefit provided to human users, can073

crowdsourced rationales benefit models by provid-074

ing additional supervision that results in a perfor-075

mance boost? In contrast to prior work that uses076

rationales as supervision to generate model ratio-077

nales, we focus on using crowdsourced rationales078

to simply aid a task models’ classification capabili-079

ties. Our results indicate that while crowdsourced080

rationale do indeed boost model performance, they081

might be doing so trivially, i.e. by simply leak-082

ing the correct answer to the model. In response,083

we experiment with different strategies for altering084

ECQA and CoS-E rationales to prevent such leak-085

age, and set up a fair test benchmark. Under this086

setting, we find that including only 5% of rationales087

during training can improve model performance088

by 16.89% at inference time with good rationales.089

This finding generalizes to Quartz (Tafjord et al.,090

2019), a dataset for textual relationship inference,091

in which the provided background knowledge is092

intentionally designed to contain no leakage.093

Finally, we investigate if automatically generated094

rationales provide similar benefits as crowdsourced095

rationales. Our human studies indicate that the per-096

ceived utility of generated rationales is much lower097

than that of human-written ones. Moreover, we098

find that generated rationales from T5 (Raffel et al.,099

2020) are not ready yet to serve as supervision sig-100

nals and cannot help improve model performance101

in the distant supervision setting. These results in-102

dicate that the quality of rationales is paramount for103

both human interpretability and model supervision.104

To summarize, our work focuses on understand-105

Dataset Train Test

CoS-E v1.0 7,610 950
CoS-E v1.11/ECQA 9,741 1,221
QuaRTz 2,695 783

Table 1: The statistics of 3 datasets in our work.

ing the utility of free-form rationales in existing 106

popular datasets, from both the human and mod- 107

eling perspectives. To the best of our knowledge, 108

none of previous works have quantitatively exam- 109

ined the utility of free-form rationales.2 110

2 Preliminaries 111

Tasks and Datasets. We explore three large 112

datasets containing crowdsourced free-form nat- 113

ural language rationales. The first two address 114

the commonsense-based question answering (Tal- 115

mor et al., 2019, ComQA) task: CoS-E (Rajani 116

et al., 2019), and ECQA (Aggarwal et al., 2021). 117

The ComQA task is based on answering questions 118

about common situations, from a choice of 3 (CoS- 119

E v1.0) or 5 (CoS-E v1.11) answers, along with 120

providing a free-text explanation for the correct 121

answer. ECQA builds upon and improves the qual- 122

ity of CoS-E v1.11 explanations, in terms of com- 123

prehensiveness, refutation completeness and non- 124

redundancy (Aggarwal et al., 2021). In addition, 125

ECQA explanations are contrastive, i.e. including 126

rationales for choosing the correct option and re- 127

jecting other options. 128

We additionally consider an open-domain rea- 129

soning task about textual qualitative relationships, 130

via the QuaRTz (Tafjord et al., 2019) dataset, for a 131

subset of our experiments. For example, for “Com- 132

pared to a box of bricks a box of feathers would 133

be (A) lighter (B) heavier”, the annotated knowl- 134

edge in QuaRTz is A given volume of a denser 135

substance is heavier than the same volume of a less 136

dense substance. Each instance contains a triplet: 137

a situated qualitative question, with two answer 138

options and a knowledge statement, helpful to an- 139

swer the question. In contrast to CoS-E and ECQA, 140

the two options for a question in QuaRTz are or- 141

thogonal, which means the knowledge provided 142

to support one option will automatically reject the 143

other option. Furthermore, this general qualitative 144

knowledge statement in QuaRTz is guaranteed to 145

not leak the correct answer. While not explicitly 146

designed for interpretability, we treat the annotated 147

knowledge in QuaRTz as a rationale that can help 148

2We will publicly release our annotated data and code.
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understand or derive the correct answer. The statis-149

tics of the three datasets are in Table 1.3150

Models. We use finetuned T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)151

models throughout our work following prior efforts152

for analysing (Wiegreffe et al., 2021) and gener-153

ating (Narang et al., 2020; Lakhotia et al., 2021)154

free-text explanations. More specifically, we fine-155

tune three T5-base models for each dataset, with156

ground-truth labels and rationales.4157

• I→O. We directly finetune a model to predict158

the correct option, and we format the I/O of this159

T5 model as context: {question} options:160

{concatenated option string} for input and {cor-161

rect option} for output.162

• IR→O. Different from the I→O model, we163

add rationales into input and have: context:164

{question} options: {concatenated option165

string} explanation: {rationale} for input,166

the output is {correct option}.167

• I→R. We finetune a model supervised by human-168

annotated rationales to generate rationales. The169

format of I/O is explain question: {ques-170

tion} answer: {concatenated option string}171

for input and explanation: {rationale} for172

output.173

For the IR→O model, we experiment with different174

variations based on the source of the rationales, R175

(e.g. RCoS−E). In addition, rationales used in our176

analysis could be either from human annotation177

(Rcrowd) or model generations (Rgenerated).178

Evaluation. We use accuracy (acc) to evaluate179

the performance of both I→O and IR→O mod-180

els. We measure the benefit of rationales as extra181

supervision by using simulatability score, which re-182

flects the utility of rationales in terms of improving183

model’s performance:184

acc(IR → O)− acc(I → O). (1)185

We do not report lexical-overlap metrics as our pri-186

mary evaluation metric because these are not suited187

for measuring plausibility (Camburu et al., 2018b;188

Kayser et al., 2021; Clinciu et al., 2021) or faith-189

fulness of rationales (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020).190

In contrast, simulatability score (Eq. 1) from hu-191

mans (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017) has been serv-192

ing as a reliable measure of rationale quality from193

3CoS-E does not provide explanations for instances in the
test set; we report our results on its validation set.

4See Appendix A for details on our T5 model training.

ECQA CoS-E neither both

has background knowledge? 65.0% 9.2% 5.0% 20.8%
leaks answer? 83.3% 43.3% n/a n/a

Table 2: Human study results on the perceived utility
of rationales, on 120 ComQA instances with rationales
from ECQA and CoS-E. Most ECQA rationales pro-
vide additional information to help humans answer the
questions, but frequently leak the correct answer. 70%
CoS-E rationales do not provide any additional back-
ground knowledge, and 40% leak the correct answer.

the lens of utility to an end user in prior litera- 194

ture (Hase and Bansal, 2020; Hase et al., 2020; 195

Rajagopal et al., 2021; Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al., 196

2021; Wiegreffe et al., 2021, i.a.). Simulatability 197

additionally measures the predictive ability a ratio- 198

nale provides over the input, unlike lexical-overlap 199

metrics. Hase et al. (2020) also verify that simu- 200

latability scores positively correlates with human 201

judgement for the rationale utility. 202

3 How do Humans Perceive Rationales? 203

Free-text rationales purpotedly improve human in- 204

terpretability by explaining the model decisions in 205

natural language for the benefit of human users. 206

However, how successful are current crowdsourced 207

rationales in providing the additional background 208

knowledge to this end? 209

We conduct a human study to understand how 210

humans perceive the utility of rationales. For each 211

instance, annotators are presented the question, 212

options, correct answer and rationales from two 213

crowd-annotated sources, A and B. Annotators 214

are tasked to answer which rationale provides ad- 215

ditional background knowledge that can help them 216

answer the question. Four choices are given: ratio- 217

nale A, rationale B, neither and both (Q1).5 218

We are additionally interested in whether the ra- 219

tionales simply leak the answer by revealing it in 220

the rationale, regardless of whether they provide 221

additional background knowledge. To this end, an- 222

notators are asked if each rationale (independently) 223

leaks the answer (Q2 and Q3). 224

We use first 120 annotated rationales in both 225

ECQA and CoS-E v1.11 in our study. Rationale 226

A and rationale B represent ECQA annotation and 227

CoS-E annotation separately. We conduct our study 228

on Amazon Mturk and each instance requires an- 229

5While Aggarwal et al. (2021) provide similar human stud-
ies comparing ECQA and CoS-E rationales, they do not specif-
ically ask for additional background knowledge.
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Zero-Shot
UnifiedQA

Finetuned
UnifiedQA

Finetuned
T5

I→O 60% 66% 65%
IRCoS-E v1.0 →O 70% 88% 89%

I→O 45% 56% 56%
IRCoS-E v1.1 →O 54% 76% 78%
IRECQA →O 86% 98% 98%

Table 3: Model accuracy improves with rationales from
CoS-E v1.0, CoS-E v1.11 and ECQA as additional su-
pervision signals. We see great improvements under
both a zero-shot setting with UnifiedQA, as well as after
finetuning UnifiedQA and T5. All rationales R here are
from crowdsourcing, hence based on the gold label.

notation from three independent annotators.6 Post230

collection, we calculate the inter annotator agree-231

ment (IAA) with Fleiss’s Kappa (Fleiss and Cohen,232

1973). The IAA for Q1, Q2 and Q3 are 0.43, 0.26,233

0.30 separately, indicating a moderate agreement.234

We take the majority vote of users as the final label.235

Table 2 shows the result for human evaluation236

of if annotated rationales can provide additional237

knowledge. About 85.8% ECQA rationales can238

provide additional background knowledge to help239

answer the question, while only 30% CoS-E ra-240

tionales can achieve the same, confirming the241

higher quality of ECQA annotations for human in-242

terpretability (Aggarwal et al., 2021). However,243

both ECQA and CoS-E rationales leak correct an-244

swers. Indeed, ECQA rationales often reveal the245

correct answer, in addition to providing the back-246

ground knowledge necessary for humans to under-247

stand the decision.248

4 Can Models Benefit from249

Crowdsourced Rationales?250

In the previous section (§3), we found that crowd-251

sourced rationales from carefully constructed cor-252

pora provide additional information to help humans253

better answer commonsense questions. Now, we254

seek to answer if the same information can also ben-255

efit machine learning models, by providing them256

additional supervision, to make better decisions.257

4.1 Rationales as Model Supervision258

As a first empirical investigation, we use rationales259

from CoS-E v1.0 and CoS-E v1.11 as additional260

supervision to task models, following the IR→O261

set up, as defined in §2. As a baseline, we use the262

I→O set up, which does not have access to any263

6See more annotation details in Appendix B.

rationales at either train or test time. We consider 264

three models: UnifiedQA (Khashabi et al., 2020) 265

in a zero-shot setting, as well as UnifiedQA7 and 266

T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), finetuned on the respective 267

CoS-E benchmarks. We choose UnifiedQA, a state- 268

of-the-art T5-based question answering model, be- 269

cause it not only performs well across twenty QA 270

datasets, but also shows great generalization to out- 271

of-domain data. 272

Our results in Table 3 show that under each set- 273

ting, using crowdsourced rationales both during 274

training and inference, greatly improve model per- 275

formance, even under a zero-shot setting. With 276

finetuning, T5-base performs comparably to Uni- 277

fiedQA.8 Most remarkably, ECQA performance 278

is almost perfect after including rationales during 279

finetuning. However, as our human study in §3 sug- 280

gested, the improvement may come from the direct 281

leakage of correct answer. Thus, we next investi- 282

gate workarounds to address the leakage problem 283

in CoS-E and ECQA. 284

4.2 Examining Crowdsourced Rationales 285

CoS-E: Although Narang et al. (2020) criticize 286

the quality of CoS-E annotation, they do not pro- 287

vide a detailed study of the various deficiencies in 288

the rationales. Nevertheless, CoS-E v1.11 is still 289

widely used for additional commonsense knowl- 290

edge (Ye et al., 2019), analysis (Majumder et al., 291

2021; Wiegreffe et al., 2021) and commonsense 292

reasoning (Paranjape et al., 2021). Therefore, it 293

is imperative for the community to understand the 294

quality of annotated rationales in CoS-E. 295

Motivated by their utility for model supervision, 296

rationales can be categorized as: 297

Cleak: simply state the answer, or combine the cor- 298

rect answer with the question, 299

Cno-bg: neither provide any additional background 300

information, nor leak the correct answer, and 301

Cbg: do not leak correct answers but provide addi- 302

tional helpful background knowledge. 303

With these criteria in mind, one of the authors 304

annotated 1,221 instances in the development set 305

of CoS-E v1.11 dataset into 3 categories. Table 4 306

shows the distribution of the categories, examples 307

from each category picked at random, together with 308

7We use released models and instructions for finetuning
from https://github.com/allenai/unifiedqa.

8This justifies our choice of T5 for later experiments. Ad-
ditionally, given the higher difficulty of the CoS-E v1.11 task
(5 answer choices, vs. 3 in v1.0), we use CoS-E v1.11 for the
rest of our analysis.
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Example Reason Ratio

Cleak
Question: Who is a police officer likely to work for?
Options: 1: beat 2: direct traffic 3: city 4: street 5: president
Rationale: a police officer likely to work for city

Directly combines the question
and the correct option

38.08%
(465/1221)

Cno-bg
Question: Why would a person like to have a large house?
Options: 1: have choice 2: mentally challenged 3: own house 4: obesity 5: lots of space
Rationale: This word is most relavant

Rationales are generic and do
not provide additional background
information

41.03%
(501/1221)

Cbg
Question: If I want to watch a movie without leaving my home what might I use?
Options: 1: drive in movie 2: drive in movie 3: television 4: video store 5: show
Rationale: The common watching device at home is a tv set

Provides background information,
without leaking the answer

20.88%
(255/1221)

Table 4: Our manual categorization of 1,221 CoS-E v1.11 (dev.) instances into 3 categories, with corresponding
examples. Options in bold are correct options. Cleak and Cno-bg make up over 79% of the development set of
CoS-E rationale annotation.

Source Rationale

CoS-E
v1.11

People waiting alongside with when you’re in
a reception area

ECQA People waits in a reception area. You cant wait
along with a motel, hotel, chair or a hospital.
These are the people where the reception area
is found but people waits together at reception
area of such places.

ECQA-
shuffle

You cant wait along with a motel, hotel, chair
or a hospital. These are the people where the
reception area is found but people waits to-
gether at reception area of such places. People
waits in a reception area.

Table 5: Example annotations from CoS-E v1.11 and
ECQA for question “What are you waiting alongside
with when you’re in a reception area?” with options
1: motel 2: chair 3: hospital 4: people 5: hotels and
correct option people. CoS-E annotation directly com-
bines the question and the correct answer, while ECQA
annotation provides additional background knowledge.

the reason why we annotated them as the corre-309

sponding categories. Rationales under the Cleak310

and Cno-bg categories make up over 79% of the311

entire development set of CoS-E v1.11.9 Using the312

development set as a lens, our annotation provides313

a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the314

crowdsourced rationales in CoS-E. Future research315

should be careful when using rationales from CoS-316

E as additional knowledge or explanations.317

ECQA: Aggarwal et al. (2021) build on CoS-E318

question-answer pairs and reannotate the rationales.319

Table 5 compares CoS-E and ECQA rationales,320

where the former directly combines the correct an-321

swer and the question, but the latter contains addi-322

tional commonsense knowledge that can help an-323

swer the question, suggesting higher quality. More-324

9One example of a Cno-bg rationale is “Rivers flow trough
valleys.”, which occurs in 119 / 1221 instances (9.7% of the
entire dev. set), even though it seemed valid for just one dev.
instance. We suspect that this rationale was used as a default
placeholder for annotators.

over, ECQA rationales are contrastive as they ex- 325

plain, for each option, why it is correct or incorrect. 326

Regardless, we find that all ECQA rationales start 327

with the rationale for the correct option, followed 328

by all other incorrect options. This ordering intro- 329

duces a spurious correlation which likely provides 330

a shortcut to the model for predicting the correct 331

answer, but for wrong reasons. To address this is- 332

sue, we randomly shuffle the rationales for different 333

answer choices within each ECQA instance.10 334

4.3 Revisiting Rationales as Supervision 335

Taking into account our findings from the detailed 336

analysis above (§4.2), we revisit including ratio- 337

nales as supervision for task models (following 338

§4.1), but with a finer-grained understanding of 339

these rationales. During training, we use varying 340

amounts (5%, 10%, 20%, 30% and the full 100%) 341

of CoS-E and shuffled-ECQA rationales, to study 342

how the quantity of rationales affects performance. 343

During inference, we provide the T5 models with 344

rationales under each of the three categories of CoS- 345

E, as dicussed above, as well as all combined to- 346

gether. For ECQA, we report performance for infer- 347

ence with and without shuffled rationales. Finally, 348

we also study how supervision from one dataset 349

affects another, in a transfer learning setting. 350

Table 6 (r: row number, c: column number) 351

shows the accuracy of T5 models under all the 352

above settings, showing the mean and standard 353

deviation under three random initializations. We 354

summarize our findings from Table 6 below. 355

Rationales boost model performance. First, 356

comparing c1 with the rest of columns (c2-c7), ra- 357

tionales can help improve model’s ability to make 358

the correct prediction. After adding 5% of training 359

data, the model reaches 60.88% accuracy with Cbg 360

10We use the sentencizer in Spacy (https://spacy.
io/) and random permute their order, with seed 0.
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

%R I I+RCoS-E
I+RECQA I+RCoS-E

w/o shuffle shuffled Cleak Cno-bg Cbg
r1 - 0% 57.00 47.09 53.32 54.95 55.43 46.41 52.10

r2

C
oS

-E

5% 53.781.10 73.032.01 76.502.30 65.572.86 89.973.14 54.480.73 60.881.57

r3 10% 54.440.72 76.141.07 80.781.53 63.740.78 94.301.20 55.610.97 64.871.50

r4 20% 53.620.23 77.180.58 83.401.41 62.711.80 95.560.23 54.780.59 70.062.13

r5 30% 53.120.60 77.400.20 79.173.23 63.561.28 95.940.16 54.111.04 72.061.23

r6 100% 48.24 78.46 66.01 64.46 96.88 55.16 73.65

r7

E
C
Q

A
-s

hu
ffl

. 5% 54.050.95 59.430.78 86.651.10 86.351.54 65.411.43 53.061.49 54.691.13

r8 10% 54.051.08 61.802.24 92.550.52 93.010.37 69.573.22 52.841.25 57.492.94

r9 20% 53.290.32 66.200.76 95.410.48 94.701.17 74.671.28 55.911.32 62.881.76

r10 30% 52.850.67 65.110.91 95.850.34 95.520.51 76.311.68 52.620.56 57.682.69

r11 100% 38.08 67.24 97.3 96.56 90.46 37.22 62.87

Table 6: Model accuracy under I→O / IR→O settings, w.r.t. fine-grained understanding of the quality and quantity
of rationales. At inference time, we use the full set of annotated rationales, or by category for CoS-E. All reported
numbers are 3-seed average accuracy with the standard deviation in the subscript. rows and columns are settings for
training and testing separately. r1 is the baseline performance without having rationales during training.

c1 c2 c3

Source Quantity I I+R_
ECQA

I+R_
ECQA _shuffle

r1 - 0 57.00 53.32 54.95

r2

ECQA

5% 55.45 93.94 76.66
r3 10% 55.36 96.56 73.46
r4 20% 54.55 97.21 70.02
r5 30% 53.64 97.46 66.91
r6 100% 31.44 97.79 76.33

Table 7: The importance of shuffling ECQA rationales.
Without shuffling, the model relies on the spurious cor-
relation due to sentence order. The accuracy soars to
93.94% with only 5% training data without shuffling on
unshuffled test data, but can only have 76.66% on shuf-
fled test data. Therefore, we use ECQA with shuffling
for our experiments.

rationales, which yields 16.89% improvement com-361

pared to 52.10% without rationales. Please note362

that we exempt R1 from comparison because the363

model does not have any supervision from ratio-364

nales during training, making it hard to understand365

the utility of rationales during the inference time.366

Rationales help transfer learning. Second,367

adding more rationales to training will help boost368

model’s performance for data from the same dis-369

tribution. r3-r6 under c2 and r7-r11 under c4 are370

two examples. Adding rationales from another type371

can help model improve performance to an extend372

(e.g., r3-r6 under c4 and r7-r11 under c2). How-373

ever, models would perform worse when adding374

more rationales (20%→30%) from another type of375

rationale. We suspect this is because the model376

overfits to one specific rationale type and raise the 377

distributional shift issue. 378

Rationale quality matters. Last, the quality of 379

rationales affects performance for both cases: 1) 380

adding rationales to training, and 2) use rationales 381

for model inference. The former is supported by 382

the comparison between r2-r6 under c2 and r7- 383

r11 under c4: using ECQA rationales will yield a 384

better performance. Meanwhile, r2 to r6 under c6 385

supports the latter argument. Adding poor quality 386

rationales does not help model reasoning. 387

To validate the importance of shuffling ECQA 388

rationales, we add randomly-picked 5% ECQA ra- 389

tionales without shuffling into training and test the 390

model performance on both shuffled and unshuf- 391

fled ECQA rationales. Comparing c2 and c3 in 392

Table 7, we see that with only 5% unshuffled (r2), 393

the accuracy rises from 53.32 to 93.94. However, 394

when we test the model on shuffled data, the accu- 395

racy is 76.66%. The experimental result suggests 396

that the model learns spurious correlation between 397

the rationale and correct answer before shuffling. 398

Therefore, we shuffle the order of sentences in the 399

ECQA annotation to prevent the model from learn- 400

ing this spurious correlation. 401

Non-leaky rationales still boost model perfor- 402

mance. Despite taking care to prevent spurious 403

correlations in ECQA, there is still a chance mod- 404

els benefit from some amount of leakage of the 405

correct answer. To control for this, we consider 406

the QuaRTz dataset, introduced in §2, using knowl- 407
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%R I I+RQuaRTz

r1 I→O - 70.88 38.27

r2

IRQuaRTz →O

5% 66.201.33 67.861.18

r3 10% 67.811.15 70.581.25

r4 20% 67.990.54 69.730.97

r5 30% 67.130.69 71.510.16

r6 100% 64.67 81.51

Table 8: QuaRTz model accuracy with and without
supervision from knowledge statements as rationales.
Even perfectly non-leaky rationales improve model per-
formance, showing the generalizability of our conclu-
sions. All reported numbers show the average with
standard deviation with three random initializations.

edge statements as rationales, which are guaranteed408

to contain no leakage. We use the same modeling409

strategy as before and finetune T5 models for both410

I→O and IR→O models on QuaRTz. Without ra-411

tionales, T5 model performs comparably to the412

BERT-PFT (IR) model which scores 73.7, one of413

the most promising models reported in (Tafjord414

et al., 2019). It shows that QuaRTz dataset is hard,415

and finetuning T5 is a feasible modeling strategy416

to apply for QuaRTz dataset.417

Table 8 shows the experimental results of the418

distant supervision setting for QuaRTz, which val-419

idates our previous finding that rationales help to420

improve model’s ability to predict correct answer,421

here adding 30% of rationales can bring about422

0.89% accuracy improvement. Meanwhile, keep423

adding more rationales further boosts model’s per-424

formance. The consistency with our previous find-425

ings shows the generalizability of our conclusions.426

5 Benefits of Generated Rationales427

So far, we have focused on crowdsourced ratio-428

nales, written by humans. However, there has been429

a lot of research on generating free-form rationales430

using T5 (Narang et al., 2020; Paranjape et al.,431

2021). Based on this, we ask: 1) can generated432

rationales provide the additional background in-433

formation necessary for humans to interpret and434

answer questions, similar to §3, and 2) can gener-435

ated rationales provide additional supervision to436

improve model’s prediction accuracy?437

Human Perception of Generated Rationales?438

We repeat our studies in §3 on two new sets of com-439

parison studies: (1) generated rationales of ECQA440

v.s annotated rationales in ECQA and (2) generated441

rationales of CoS-E v.s. annotated rationales in442

CoS-E. Table 9 shows the annotation result. We443

find that human perceive fewer generated rationales444

Setting RA RB Neither Both

RA: ECQA ann.
RB: ECQA gen.

useful 43.44% 22.50% 15% 19.17%

leakage 89.17% 64.17% n/a n/a

RA: CoS-E ann.
RB: CoS-E gen.

useful 28.33% 20% 34.17% 17.5%

leakage 51.67% 40.83% n/a n/a

Table 9: Human evaluation in comparison studies for
(1) ECQA annotated rationales v.s. ECQA generated ra-
tionales and (2) CoS-E annotated rationales v.s. CoS-E
generated rationales. Humans perceive fewer generated
rationales to provide additional background knowledge
than human-annotated rationales. Meanwhile, ECQA
rationales have better quality than CoS-E rationales for
both the generated and the human-annotated.

RCoS-E
generated

RECQA
generated

R_CoS-E
generated

5% 44.341.59 45.10.86

10% 44.940.59 42.890.46

20% 44.340.71 41.170.74

30% 44.910.43 39.830.56

100% 43.9 35.71

R_ECQA
generated

5% 46.330.54 44.641.03

10% 45.100.34 44.960.30

20% 46.980.83 45.670.37

30% 45.810.60 45.510.40

100% 43.16 44.64

Table 10: Use generated rationales as extra supervision.
We add different amount of generated rationales into
training. All reported numbers show the average with
standard deviation with three random initializations.

to provide additional background knowledge than 445

human-annotated rationales. Meanwhile, ECQA 446

rationales have better quality than both the human- 447

annotated and generated rationales from CoS-E. 448

Generated Rationales as Model Supervision. 449

First, we use annotated rationales to train I→R 450

models for both CoS-E and ECQA following steps 451

from §2. Then, we use the I→R models to generate 452

rationales and add generated rationales to IR→O 453

model training with various amount. During the 454

inference, we also use generated rationales from 455

the I→R models11. 456

Table 10 shows the experimental result of the dis- 457

tant supervision setting with generated rationales. 458

We share the same finding with Wiegreffe et al. 459

(2021) that using generated rationales does not help 460

improve model’s performance in terms of predict- 461

ing correct option, leading to negative simulatabil- 462

ity scores, which are -13.1 (43.9-57) for CoS-E gen- 463

erated rationales and -12.36 (44.64-57) for ECQA 464

generated rationales. This finding addresses the 465

11We show an example of annotated and generated ratio-
nales for both CoS-E and ECQA in Appendix D.
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importance of having good quality rationales for466

the I→R model training, as we have concluded that467

ECQA annotations are of better quality than CoS-468

E. Under the distant supervision setting, although469

generated rationales do not help improve model470

performance for prediction compared to the vanilla471

I→O model, using more generated rationales in472

training keeps boosting the model performance to473

an extend (from 5% to 30%), which is consistent474

with our previous conclusion using human anno-475

tated rationales. However, using 100% generated476

rationales leads to a performance drop compared477

to only using 30%, we suspect that this is because478

the generated rationales introduce too much noise479

and the model fails to learn a clear pattern. These480

conclusions are consistent with our human studies.481

6 Related Work482

Types of Explanations. Rationales can be483

roughly categorized into two broad categories: ex-484

tractive rationales and free-form rationales. Ex-485

tractive rationales serve interpretability in that486

they can reveal the “reasoning” behind model out-487

puts. Therefore, extractive rationales are usually488

grounded in a specific context (e.g., such as a para-489

graph) as supportive evidence. For example, in490

information extraction (IE) tasks, a rationale can491

be extracted as a subset of the input and is sufficient492

to make a prediction on its own without relying on493

the rest of the input. DeYoung et al. (2020) in-494

troduce ERASER that comprises 8 datasets and495

9 tasks with human annotation of extractive ratio-496

nales. Free-text rationales take the form of free-497

form natural language to fill in the reasoning or498

knowledge gap. There have been fewer datasets499

focusing on introducing free-form rationales com-500

pared to extractive rationales. In addition to e-501

SNLI (Camburu et al., 2018a), CoS-E (Rajani et al.,502

2019), QuaRTz (Tafjord et al., 2019) and the most503

recent ECQA (Aggarwal et al., 2021) provide nec-504

essary knowledge for answering questions.505

Rationale Generation. From the modeling per-506

spective, rationale generation models can be507

roughly categorized into supervised and unsuper-508

vised models. For supervised models, Lakhotia509

et al. (2021) and Narang et al. (2020) finetune T5510

to generate extractive and free-form rationales sep-511

arately. For unsupervised models, Glockner et al.512

(2020) propose a differential training framework to513

create models that output faithful rationales without514

supervision. Instead of directly generating ratio-515

nales, Paranjape et al. (2021) propose to utilize T5 516

to complete contrastive explanation prompts that 517

explicitly contrast different possible answers in its 518

explanation. Under the line of contrastive explana- 519

tion generation, Jacovi et al. (2021) manipulate the 520

latent space, differentiate two potential decisions 521

and construct explanations to answer for which the 522

given label is useful. Following prior work, we also 523

finetune T5 models to generate rationales. 524

Learning From Rationales. There has been lim- 525

ited work studying the problem of training mod- 526

els to learn from human-annotated free-form ra- 527

tionales. Wiegreffe et al. (2021) investigate how 528

free-form rationales and model predicted labels are 529

associated, and use it as a property to evaluate the 530

faithfulness of rationales; in contrast our work pro- 531

vides a much more detailed study across multiple 532

datasets. Carton et al. (2021) leverage extractive 533

rationales and show a consistent trend that using 534

rationales can improve model performance. Most 535

similar to our work, Huang et al. (2021) noticed 536

that the quality of rationales would have a huge im- 537

pact and explore the utility of extractive rationales 538

in the distant supervision setting. Our work has a 539

similar motivation to Huang et al.’s and follows a 540

similar setting for free-form rationales. 541

7 Conclusion 542

We investigated the utility of free-form rationales 543

from both a human and a modeling perspec- 544

tive. Centering our analysis on commonsense QA 545

datasets, we find that humans perceive rationales 546

with more background knowledge as more useful 547

than those which simply combine the question and 548

the answer. We provided a detailed qualitative anal- 549

ysis of CoS-E and ECQA rationales, and found that 550

even small amounts of higher quality rationales 551

are helpful as additional supervision sources for 552

task models. Our work highlights the importance 553

of inspecting the quality of human-annotated ra- 554

tionales before using them for additional model 555

supervision. We also found that generated ratio- 556

nales are not as useful for human interpretability or 557

for model supervision, as opposed to crowdsourced 558

rationales. Our investigations shed light on funda- 559

mental assumptions about human interpretability 560

in collecting and generating rationales, and calls 561

for further deeper investigation into the utility of 562

free-form rationales. 563
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Ethical Consideration564

During our manual annotation process, we provide565

timely warning of potential adult topics and ask566

workers to return the job if they are under age. The567

data collection in this work has been approved by568

the IRB board in our institute. For modeling, we uti-569

lizes T5 throughout our work, which also involves570

generating rationales. Trained on massive online571

texts, it is well-known that such pretrained lan-572

guage models could capture the bias reflecting the573

training data. Note that our released models might574

be used for malicious purposes because we do not575

have a filtering mechanism that checks the toxicity,576

bias, or offensiveness of source sentences from the577

input. We suggest interested parties carefully check578

the generated content before using our trained mod-579

els in any real-world applications. Three datasets580

in our works are all public datasets. These do not581

contain any explicit detail that leaks information582

about a user’s name, health, negative financial sta-583

tus, racial or ethnic origin, religious or philosophi-584

cal affiliation or beliefs.585
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A Implementation Details for Finetuning799

T5800

We finetune multiple T5 models (Raffel et al., 2020)801

in our work, and we use HuggingFace (Wolf et al.,802

2020) throughout our implementation. We use 512803

and 256 for the maximum source length and the804

maximum target length separately. To optimize, we805

use AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with806

a learning rate of 0.0001. We train each model807

on a NVIDIA RTX 2080 with a batch size of 8808

for 30 epochs. During the inference time, we use809

beam search as the decoding method with a beam810

size of 2. The generation of EOS token or reach-811

ing the maximum target length will terminate the812

decoding.813

B Human Study Annotation814

We conduct our three human studies in our work.815

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the interfaces we build816

on Amazon Mturk for annotation guideline and817

workspace separately. We require workers to have818

completed over 1000 HITs with an approval rate819

over 99% and locate in the United States to qualify820

for our annotation task. As some of the questions821

contain discussion of adult topics, we warn workers822

and ask them to terminate the annotation if they are823

under 18. Our annotation pays for $1 per HIT.824

C Cno-bg Example in CoS-E825

D Examples of Generated Rationale826

Table 11 shows an example of generated rationales827

for CoS-E and ECQA, together with annotated ra-828

tionales in the original dataset. Based on our human829

evaluation, the quality of generated rationales are830

worse than annotated rationales and cannot provide831

proper supervision signals for model training.832

Source Rationale

CoS-E
annota-
tion

nourishment is a work

CoS-E
genera-
tion

the dog needs lots of attention

ECQA
annota-
tion

Lots of attention is a special care or notice
taken of someone or something, the regard-
ing of someone or something as interesting
or important. Aside from water and nourish-
ment, our dog needs lots of attention. Bone
is a treat that our dog will enjoy, and bone is
nourishment and not what our dog needs the
most. Charm is a quality of fascinating others
and our dog doesn’t have to fascinate others.
Petted is to show affection and not a care that
a dog requires. Walked is moved at a regular
pace and that a dog can do by his own and not
what he needs from you.

ECQA
genera-
tion

Aside from water and nourishment, your dog
need lots of attention. Bone is the part of hu-
man body which provides nourishment and
rest. Petted is to be taken care of while lots of
attention is not. Walked is done by a dog and
not an animal. Charm is not related to nourish-
ment and water.

Table 11: Exampled of annotated and generated ratio-
nales from CoS-E v1.11 and ECQA for question “Aside
from water and nourishment what does your dog need?”
with options 1: bone 2: charm 3: petted 4: lots of atten-
tion 5: walked and correct option lots of attention.
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Figure 2: Part of the annotation guideline on Amazon Mturk.

Figure 3: Part of the annotation interface.
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